Self-care is hard. We all struggle with it all the time. It may seem that in light of this national emergency, self-care is “out the window,” when in fact, the opposite can be true. Take advantage of time with loved ones at home to focus on your own wellbeing and the wellbeing of those around you.

**Move:** Exercise is an important part of self-care, but gyms are closed and social distancing is being strictly enforced in many communities, so what can you do? Get out in nature! Research has shown the benefits of green exercise on physical, mental and emotional health. Take advantage of the weather warming up and the days getting longer and get outdoors. Enhance your benefits by calling a friend or family member while you walk in nature. Learn more about enhancing your wellbeing in nature on our [website](#).

**Eat:** How we fuel our body is another important part of self-care. During this time of social distancing and restaurant closures, consider making a healthy meal an important part of your day. Many healthy plant-based meals can be made right from ingredients in your pantry like these [Moroccan Chickpeas with Tomato](#), or find other ideas on our [website](#). Enhance your benefits by enjoying the meal over video conference with an elderly family member or leave a container on the doorstep of an elderly neighbor. Learn more about what experts recommend for healthy eating on our [website](#).

**Sleep:** Getting enough rest is an important part of immune system function and stress management- two areas we should all be focusing on right now. Sleep and stress have a reciprocal relationship for most individuals. If these stressful times are affecting your ability to get a good night’s sleep, visit our [website](#) for five tips for better rest.

**Manage your Stress:** Managing our stress is an ongoing challenge. You may find yourself consumed with new stressors during this challenging time. Conversely, you may find yourself with fewer commitments as activities and outings are cancelled. Whatever your stress level, it is important to continue to develop skills for mastering it. Set an example for your family and co-workers by applying some of the tips on our [website](#).